Second edition

1971 	Agreement reached at expert seminar in
Zurich to set up UK arm of INTERNET
1971 	INTERNET (UK) formally established at first
meeting with 78 members
1972 	Newly elected executive committee holds
first meeting at Sheraton Stockholm Hotel
1972-73 	Dr Martin Barnes creates the Time-CostQuality triangle
1973

First INTERNET (UK) seminar

1974

First INTERNET (UK) publication, Programs 		
for Network Analysis

1975

First issue of The Bulletin, the association’s 		
newsletter

1996

Launch of APMP qualification

1997

First edition of APM PRAM Guide published

1997

APM celebrates 25th anniversary

1998

APM appoints its first executive director

1998	Name changes to Association for
Project Management
1998	APM HQ moves to West Wycombe Road,
High Wycombe
2000	APM hosts IPMA World Congress 2000
in London
2000

Divergence from APM Group

1975 	INTERNET (UK) becomes Association of
Project Managers

2002

APM celebrates 30th anniversary

1975

2003

APM Publishing established

2003

Governance Review of APM

2004

APM Introductory Certificate launched

2004

First APM Annual Debate

2004

Branch Standards established

First corporate members join

1976 	APM takes on first paid, part-time members
of staff
1976 	PM hosts IPMA World Congress in Birmingham

2003	APM Practitioner Qualification launched

1978

First APM weekend school

1983

First issue of International Journal of
Project Management

Delivering the Future strategy
2005	
manifesto published

1983

Three-year objectives set out

1985

First office at Westbourne Road,
High Wycombe

2005	Introduction of Sir Monty Finniston Award
for lifetime achievement

1985

First annual dinner, Waldorf Hotel

1985 	Start of Special (Specific) Interest
Groups (SIGs)
1987

First branch set up in North West

1988

APM chairman features on BBC TV

1988 	APM hosts IPMA World Congress in Glasgow
1989

The Bulletin becomes Project

1990 	Branch chairman invited to attend
council meetings
1991

First overseas branch in Hong Kong

1991 	HQ moves to new offices in Oxford Road,
High Wycombe
1991

First edition of APM Body of Knowledge 		
published

1991 	Launch of Certified Project Manager
Qualification
1995 	Introduction of Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) scheme
1996

Trading arm, APM Group, set up

2007

First APM Conference

2007	Work begins on application for Royal Charter
2008

Move to Ibis House

2009	1,000 APM events held over the preceding
four years
2010	Launch of 5 Dimensions of Professionalism
framework
2011	Launch of Registered Project Professional
standard
2015	APM wins best association at the Association
Excellence Awards
2018	First ever Chartered Project Professionals
awarded
2019

1,000th Chartered Project Professional

2020	COVID-19 pandemic prompts the bringing
forward of the launch of online qualifications
2021	Number of individual members passes 35,000
2022

50th anniversary
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Remembering the pioneers

Dr Martin Barnes CBE
Dr Martin Barnes, a founding member of APM and a tireless campaigner for the
project management profession, passed away in February 2022. He was APM’s
longest-serving president (from 2003 to 2012), chair from 1986 to 1991, and was
named an Honorary Fellow in 1995.
Martin had a civil engineering degree from the University of London and a PhD from
the University of Manchester. His contribution to the profession was immense, not
least for his invention of the classic time/cost/quality triangle – known as the ‘Barnes
Triangle’ Speaking to APM’s journal, Project, in 2012, Martin said of the inception
of the famous Barnes Triangle, that he “really didn’t know just how important it
would become”.
Martin set up his own project management business in 1971, which merged with
what is now PricewaterhouseCoopers in 1985. Latterly a consultant in project
management, Martin was also executive director of the Major Projects Association
for nine years until 2006.
Martin’s BBC television
programme on project
management has been used as
a training aid in many countries.
He also led the team that
produced the New Engineering
Contract (NEC), a system of
contracts designed to facilitate
and stimulate the use of modern
project management across all
the contributors on a project.
The NEC is now being used
in more than 20 countries and
has been adopted by the UK
government for all publicly
funded construction projects.
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Foreword
This is the second edition of APM’s History, and it’s an honour to be tasked with
bringing up to date the original document that the late – and sorely missed – Dr
Martin Barnes set in motion more than 12 years ago.
In his foreword to the first edition, Dr Barnes called this document “an account of
how a group of ordinary British people started something new and how it grew to
become such an integral part of the community that benefits from it”. It is in this same
spirit that we have approached this update, speaking to those who have shaped this
organisation’s administration, direction and purpose since 2010. It is, to use Dr Barnes’s
words again, about “the people of APM – of what they did together to expand the
range, scope and value of APM’s activities”.
To those outside project management, the profession might seem to be about process
and ways of getting things done. But those inside know that it is really focused on
people. One of APM’s core values is ‘warm’ – which feels right for an organisation
representing a ‘people’ profession – and we were struck when getting in touch with
volunteers and employees past and present for this edition by the depth of affection
for the organisation. APM hasn’t always got everything right, but there’s a real sense
that, by collective effort, it’s pulling in the right direction.
Dr Barnes was member number 10. In 2022, we welcomed our 35,000th member, so
APM has obviously changed hugely. But what that 35,000th member can expect from
their membership – a professional home – is the same, even if the method of delivery
has evolved. APM is in an exciting new era as we continue to develop the chartered
status and campaign to improve understanding and appreciation of the value of project
management. I’m delighted to be able to connect this new era with the work of APM’s
early pioneers via this edition of APM’s History. I hope it gives you a sense of what we
have achieved, and the potential of what’s still to come.
Professor Adam Boddison
Chief executive

9
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2000’s

Outstanding Achievement
Award winners
(previously known as the
Sir Monty Finniston Award)
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

Professor Stephen Wearne
Dr Terry Cooke-Davies
Tim Carter
Professor Peter Morris
Tom Taylor
Dr Martin Barnes CBE
Professor Eddie Obeng
John Armitt CBE
Mike Nichols
Dr Lynn Crawford
International Project Management Association (IPMA)
Peder Berg
Neil Couling CBE, Department for Work & Pensions
Professor Peter Hansford
Sir Amyas Morse
Lieutenant-General Tyrone Urch, British Army
John McNamee, NASA
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In the years that followed, APM led the way in a major review of IPMA's governance.
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4

is an Honorary Fellow of both APM and the International Project
Management Association (IPMA), and a Fellow of the ICCPM
(International Centre for Complex Project Management) based in
Australia.
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The 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
Games were a triumph for the
UK and for project management,
leaving a huge legacy of learning
for the profession
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APM history 2010 to 2022
In 2022, as APM marks its 50th anniversary, the maturing project profession is
becoming increasingly assured of its role in tackling the global issues that have
dominated the 2010s and early 2020s.
The great success of the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games may belong to a
different era from the COVID-19 pandemic, but the profession has consistently applied
itself diligently to the decade’s national and global challenges, aware of its moral and
social duty to ensure that projects succeed so that public money in particular is used
wisely, effectively and efficiently.
APM now – finally – has a Royal Charter, which puts project management on an equal
footing with other chartered professions such as engineering and accounting, and
contributes to raising awareness and understanding of the value of the profession. It
understands its role in combating the climate crisis, as shown by the 2017 publication
of the Climate Change and what the project profession should be doing about it report.
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Road to Chartered series:

paper 1

21st-century profession
alism
The importance of being
Chartered

CharteredReport_2017v3.indd

1

11/04/2017 10:24

Road to Chartered series

Great Seal of the Realm

Achieving chartered status
In late 2016, HM The Queen approved APM’s application for a Royal Charter. The
following year, the association made the transition to a full chartered body, with the
first Chartered Project Professionals receiving the title in 2018.

Andrew Bragg,
chief executive
2004-14
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Becoming a chartered body and
maintaining a register of chartered
project professionals was an incredibly
significant milestone for both APM and
the profession – and represented the
culmination of a long, hard campaign to
achieve chartered status that had
begun more than a decade earlier.
Andrew Bragg, chief executive for 10
years up until 2014, said: “One of the
things we tried to do early on was to

APM history 1972-2022
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say, ‘If we want to be a chartered body, let’s start acting straight away in everything
we do as if we were already chartered. We focused heavily on the development of
professional products, services and activities. And the resulting growth in income
allowed us to invest in further development. So we actually got into a virtuous circle,
which was that the bigger we got, the bigger we could become. And alongside our
initiatives to help professionalise project management, we took strong steps to make
APM increasingly professional itself.” The move from High Wycombe to Ibis House
in Princes Risborough in 2008 was key to this plan. And winning Overall Best
Association in the 2014/2015 Association Excellence Awards acknowledged APM’s
organisational growth.
Keeping the faith about becoming a chartered body would become increasingly
challenging throughout Andrew’s time at the helm. The Privy Council’s consideration of
APM’s application for chartered status was hotly contested by the Project Management
Institute, leading eventually to a judicial review that went through the High Court and
then through the Court of Appeal. This held up the application for years.
“One of the difficulties was keeping our volunteers’ and our members’ support over
this long period of time. Despite the huge amount of activity we were undertaking in
support of chartered status, the insistent advice we were given was that we should
continually maintain a dignified silence – this become one of our mantras,” Andrew
said. “And, of course, to a project management community who live by deadlines,
reporting and transparency, this was a hugely difficult ask. But by then, I like to think
we had developed a track record of delivering for APM. So to our members and our
supporters, I said, ‘Please trust me - I need you to help me on this.’ And I used the
gardening analogy, which is that it’s not a very good way to show that a plant is
healthy to pull it out of the ground and wave the roots in the air.”
Andrew left APM in 2014, and so it
was up to the next chief executive, Sara
Drake, who led the organisation until
2018, to pick up the chartered thread.
“When I came in, I was one of the only
people who hadn’t been bruised by the
length of time it had taken to work this
through the courts,” she said. “For me,
in that final stage of getting this through
the courts and waiting for confirmation
that we were out the other side, it was
all about the future.”

Sara Drake,
chief executive
2014-18
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While much of the groundwork for chartered status had been laid, including the launch
of of the Registered Project Professional standard in 2011, Sara started to fine tune
the preparation as the reality of chartered status drew nearer. One priority was to get
individuals to consider what chartered status could mean to them, emphasising some of
the key existing expectations and competencies of project professionals. “That was about
understanding the importance of CPD, and having a code of ethical conduct, for example,”
she said. She was particularly proud of a series of publications APM produced around
that time called The Road to Chartered. “Those really helped individuals understand
how things would change as they became part of the chartered profession,” she said.
Remembering the pioneers

Mike Nichols
	In December 2013 the project profession lost one of its most
committed and well regarded figures: Mike Nichols, a former
chair of the APM board of trustees.
	Mike was at the forefront of some of the most groundbreaking projects of the late 20th century. He directed a
management contract for the first phase of the Hong Kong
Mass Transit Railway and project managed the initial stage of
the Docklands Light Railway.
Mike founded Nichols (then Nichols Associates) in 1975 and later carried out a
number of strategic reviews, including one for the Secretary of State for Transport of
the Highway Agency’s £12bn major roads programme resulting in the Nichols Report
of March 2007; and another in 2009 of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority’s
major projects and programmes. He chaired Transcend (the joint venture programme
partner for Crossrail) and advised on the London 2012 Olympic Games.
He was chairman of the Standards Policy and Strategy Committee with British
Standards Institute, a board member with Major Projects Association and a council
member of Railway Industry Association.
Mike became an APM member in 1992 and joined APM Council in 2004. He became
chairman of its newly constituted board of trustees in 2006, managing the transition to
its new governance arrangements. He led the creation of the strategy to position APM
as a key influencer in the profession. He was re-elected as chairman six consecutive
times by his fellow board members. In November 2013, he was awarded an honorary
fellowship and the Sir Monty Finniston Award, celebrating a lifetime of achievement.
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When it came to the detailed governance side of turning APM into a modern chartered
body, company secretary Mike Robinson explained the project team had its work cut
out. “The charter is not just a nice bit of vellum with a seal on it. It’s the equivalent of the
articles of a company,” he explained. “So when we became chartered we ceased being
a Companies Act company and created this new body that the charter brought forth. If
you’re a member, you don’t really notice – you still elect people to be on the board to
run the organisation for you. But the behind-the-scenes stuff was tricky.”
The difficulties, however, were overcome.
Around the time Sara moved on in 2018
the first Chartered Project Professionals
were welcomed into the fold, and the
next leader was already part of the crew.
Before becoming chief executive, Debbie
Dore was chief commercial officer and
had been involved in developing the
chartered standard (led by Gill Hancock,
Debbie Dore,
head of qualifications and standards
chief executive
2019-21
development) and the systems that
supported it. “So the internal organisation
had a year really, where our focus was getting chartered delivered,” Debbie said. “It
was a unifying focus that was actually really motivational for people but it was obviously
also about communicating all the time – and we had to bear in mind that not every
member wanted to be chartered. But I think there was a real level of excitement among
the members and in the staff. We had a massive amount of applications and had to be
upfront about being able to handle only so many in the first cycle, because we were still
training and doing quality assurance. I think adrenaline probably took us through the
first six months of actually being live.”
David Waboso was APM president
around this time (2016-19). “Obviously the
whole thing about chartered status had
been coming down the tracks for a while,”
he said. “People were ready for it. There
was a well designed plan that was kicked
into action. The important thing was to
make sure we got the standard agreed,
got the applications in and then got the
first chartered cohorts – who would then
become ambassadors.”

David Waboso,
president 2016-19
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John McGlynn,
chair 2016-2020

John McGlynn, chairman between 2016
and 2020, agrees. “For the first time the
charter gave the project profession parity
with other more established professions
such as engineering or accountancy who
have had their charters for 100 years” he
said. “Things develop and change and I
think it’s absolutely right that we’ve now
got that recognition.”

John also believes that this is the first step
to helping project management reach its true potential. “Today, you wouldn’t have your
bridge designed by someone who wasn’t a chartered civil engineer and you wouldn’t have
your accounts signed off by someone who’s not a chartered accountant. In the future you
won’t have your project managed by someone who’s not a chartered project professional,”
he said. “We’re not there yet but it will happen. I think that’s the opportunity for APM as
the only organisation that manages the chartered register. There’s everything that goes with
that: the training, the development, the CPD, the latest thinking about how to do this stuff
properly. I think APM is well placed to do it.”

A changed organisation
Every membership or professional body is unique, but something that is common to
them all is that they can’t please 100 per cent of their members 100 per cent of the
time, try as they might. The ‘Barnes Challenge’ (see page 68) – that APM should be the
model of a modern membership organisation – wasn’t universally loved but it paved
the way for growth and innovation, challenging APM to be relevant and meaningful to
its membership and those who volunteer for it while retaining its charitable mission to
promote better project management for the good of society.
Former chief executive Andrew Bragg: “Professional bodies often start off – as APM did
– with passionate volunteers working around a kitchen table. And then that setup starts
to hold the organisation back, because if one those working professionals suddenly gets a
contract which means they are sent abroad for three months, the work of the organisation
doesn’t happen. So there comes a point where a professional body says, I’m either going
to grow or I’m going to stay exactly the same. We wanted to grow. And my philosophy was
that we should not be using volunteers as a substitute for hiring professionals from outside
the project management sector to actually run the organisation: the association should
be paying for itself. The volunteers should be there for their project management-related
knowledge, experience, expertise, skills and contacts – and everything else should be
done by professionals who take the load off them. And that was a big cultural change.”
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A volunteer’s perspective
Russel Jamieson ChPP FAPM (right), co-chair of the People
SIG and a Volunteer Steering Group (VSG) member, has
volunteered for APM since 2001. He is a key figure in the
Wessex Branch, having held several committee positions
over more than a decade. Now, though, he sees it as his
responsibility to “get out of the way, which is why the next
two generations of project managers are really important”.
A good example of how APM’s volunteers have had a real,
tangible effect on the ongoing professionalism of project
management is the PM Challenge, a branch-led initiative
that gives students and apprentices the opportunity to deliver a real project, supported
by mentors. It started in Wessex but the format has since been adopted and adapted
by other branches around the country. Russel recalled that the student leader of one
of the branch’s early PM Challenges went on to become Siemens’ global graduate of
the year. “Having helped to set that up, even to see that one result was justification
in itself. It’s the students getting real benefits, that’s what it’s all about,” he said.
For Steve Wake, chair between 2013 and 2016, part of that cultural shift was the
organisation – particularly the board – becoming more open and visible to members.
“On my watch, we massively upped the engagement of the membership in the voting
process,” he said. Online voting was introduced and the organisation put a lot more
effort into promoting and explaining
elections. Steve added: “I think I think it
was also because we were more human
and less stuffy than the board might
have appeared in the past, it helped that
I was a bit younger and an inveterate
networker. And I led by example: I have
a pretty good notion of how to put ideas
into action. So meetings weren’t meeting
Steve Wake,
any more – they were working days.”
chair 2013-16
According to company secretary Mike Robinson, the board has only continued to get
stronger. “You can see how it’s improved and professionalised and matured,” he said.
That’s not to say that the board previously was ineffective, but over time the governance
has been refined and the board is now subject to regular external evaluation to ensure it
has the skills and competencies needed to run a complex organisation.
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It helps that the board has a growing, increasingly diverse pool of members from
which it is elected. Ruth Murray-Webster, editor of the APM Body of Knowledge 7th
edition (see page 103), proudly points to her professional background in organisational
change, saying: “There would have been a time in history when somebody like me
would not be deemed worthy to edit the APM Body of Knowledge” because she hasn’t
worked in construction. This has filtered up to board level, where there is a currently
healthy gender balance and a good number of sectors represented.

A changed profession
“What we’ve definitely seen in this decade is project management becoming a career
of first choice,” said Tom Taylor, chair 2004-06 and president 2013-16. “In the past most
people fell into project management, quite often from engineering. Now you can go to
university and study project management, get to achieve a degree or a master’s. And at
school they don’t bring homework home, they bring projects. So it’s shifted in culture.
People can choose to be in project management, there’s also apprenticeships in it.”
Apprenticeships were an important development in opening up entry routes to the
profession. Gill Hancock, APM’s head of qualifications and standards development,
remembers 2011 as a time when the government was releasing funding for
apprenticeships at level 4 (degree level) and above, and when APM was developing its
degree-level offering. She said: “We were starting to get into that whole degree space
and trying to lift apprenticeships into that professional space, I guess. So we partnered
with Skills CFA [now Instructus Skills, an apprenticeship assessment and certification
organisation], put in a bid for that government funding, were successful, and we then
went on to develop the first ever apprenticeship in project management.”
Gill said that there have been 12,000 project management apprentices since then.
“And with chartered professionals coming through now, you can really see the impact
these things are having on the profession,” she added. In terms of chartered status,
she foresees a time soon when recruiters
will require it for project management
roles. “We’re a few years away from
that but we’re seeing that shift in the
profession,” she said. “Now we’re
seeing adverts requiring chartered
or equivalent experience.”
Tom Taylor added that another trend this
decade is an increase in “people being
qualified for what they do”, ie, there are
> Continued on page 104
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A 21st-century Body of Knowledge
In 2019 APM published the seventh edition of its Body of Knowledge – the
foundational resource that is fundamental to APM’s qualifications and
professional standards, and provides the concepts, functions and activities
that make up professional project management.
Its editors were Dr Ruth Murray-Webster and Professor Darren Dalcher, who
were clear in their mission to create a useful work that reflects a 21st-century
profession. One of the biggest departures from previous editions of the Body of
Knowledge was in the way it placed project management in the wider business
and strategic context.
“The seventh edition was in line with APM’s evolution from seeing project
management as a technical discipline to being a business discipline,” said Ruth.
“In the seventh edition, in which there are four chapters, only the fourth chapter
deals with what might be seen as some of the technical project management
stuff. But the reality is if you can’t make it work with people and you can’t make it
work in the business context, then you’re never going to be successful. I think this
edition absolutely positions project management as a solution for business rather
than simply a technical thing that helps you to build a bigger building or a more
impressive bridge.”
Darren adds: “We tried not to be prescriptive. The biggest change that we made
was focusing on ‘why’ and ‘what’, rather than ‘how’ you do things. A body of
knowledge is a stepping stone to establishing a community with a common way
of looking at important issues in a discipline. It helps us to communicate to and
learn from each other, without becoming too dogmatic.”

Dr Ruth
Murray-Webster

Professor
Darren Dalcher

APM Body of
Knowledge 7th edition
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fewer people now doing project management who are not qualified in some way. By
way of analogy, he said: “You wouldn’t take your cat to vet who qualified as a driving
instructor.” The arrival of chartered status has increased project professionals’ profile as
highly skilled specialists.
Darren Dalcher, the co-editor of the seventh edition of the APM Body of Knowledge
(see page 103) and professor in strategic project management at Lancaster University
Management School, has done a lot of work on the shift in professionalism of project
management. He said: “The profession has evolved significantly. Another shift is
placing district responsibility on project managers and recognising there is a plurality of
approaches. So there are different ways of doing things and it’s up to you as the project
manager to understand the choices and to find the one that works best for you in your
context. I think we are finally recognising that the profession is maturing. So the Body
of Knowledge is an empowering tool to help project professionals to make important
decisions, not a crutch, something that tells them what to do.”
For Adam Boddison, APM’s current chief executive, however, there is still some way
to go in communicating the value of project management, particularly to business.
He said: “One of the first things I did when I arrived was I appointed a director of
communications and external affairs, because I think we need to be better at externalfacing communications. Those within the profession get it already, they understand that
project management is about people not processes because they live and breathe it
every day. But if you were to talk to leaders of organisations about other core functions,
for example, finance, marketing and HR, they might not be an expert in any of them
but they understand and value them, and are able to kind of grow those skills and those
people in the organisation. The project professional is still a bit of a poor relation in that
respect, because they are not well understood by leaders.”

COVID-19
As the country ground to a halt in the lockdown of March 2020, and everyone scrambled
to take in what was happening, Debbie Dore and her team found themselves grappling
with quite a basic problem: the phones. “We were obviously trying to manage our people
and help them get settled into working at home, at the same time as communicating to
our members about what we were doing,” she remembered. “But our biggest challenge
– it sounds bizarre – was phone calls. Our telephone system wasn’t able to forward calls
externally. We found a solution, but that was quite stressful. Thinking back to that time,
everyone was scared so we put a massive amount of effort into communicating.”
When it became clear that lockdown was going to go on for far longer than a couple of
weeks, new problems started to emerge. Jo Connolly, director of service innovation,
recalled: “My team – the customer service team – struggled to work from home, partly
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because our qualifications were run on paper. We needed to be in the office to send
out the relevant materials, take them back and send them off for marking.” Thankfully,
APM had already started – and Jo was project sponsor for – a project to look at online
qualifications. “We were in the process of going through a procurement exercise and we
had recently chosen a supplier we wanted to work with. We realised we were going to need
to bring that project forward by about six months. It was a massive step change,” Jo said.
Like many professional bodies, the pandemic meant switching to offering exclusively
online qualifications in a previously unthinkable timeframe. Jo added: “It’s been a huge
learning curve. It’s one thing to be able to simply deliver online qualifications, but then
we really listened to what our candidates and our training providers were saying, and
we developed the support materials: videos, infographics to really try to appeal to
everybody’s different learning styles. Over two years, we’ve got to the point where we
provide a really strong service.”
“The membership offering changed overnight,” remembered Scott Walkinshaw,
head of knowledge. “The whole face-to-face events programme was cancelled, but
we worked closely with our volunteers to launch a new webinar programme within
days. I spoke to one of my counterparts in a much bigger institution and they’d been
very happy with the response they’d had to their webinars, but it was a fraction of the
delegates we were getting.”
“We’d already been building our digital services and they were suddenly front and
centre; APM Learning, our e-learning platform, saw a spike in users, we launched a
new podcast and our online community APM Hub, to help members connect. We were
even able to maintain a degree of normality, with Project journal dropping through their
letterboxes on time.”
Within weeks of the lockdown, APM ran its first virtual conference Power of Projects
with over 3,500 delegates registered. In November, in the midst of the second
lockdown, the APM Awards were launched as a livestreamed online event.
“What we found,” said Scott ,“was that members still wanted to be connected and they
wanted to develop their skills and gain insights into how to deal with the situation we
were in. It really showed the value of APM working with volunteers and bringing the
community closer together.”

Where next?
APM must be getting something right. Its 2020 virtual conference, Think Differently,
won an award at the 2021 Association Excellence Awards. It has twice won Overall Best
Association at the same awards. APM is listed as a ‘very good company to work for’ in
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Best Companies’ league tables and is in its top 100 charities to work for. Of course, it’s
not all about the awards, but external recognition is a good morale-booster, and a signal
to members that their membership organisation is viewed as exemplary.
Current president Sue Kershaw issued a reminder that, among membership bodies,
APM has a lot going for it. “The Specific Interest Groups (SIGs) are excellent. You have
access to people who are at the top of
their game, who would be willing to pick
up a call from a complete stranger and give
the best of their knowledge and advice. I
think that’s extremely powerful,” she said.
“And the conferences are great, really
vibrant. APM has a sort of vitality, I think
because it’s relatively young, we haven’t
got that historical baggage. It’s quite funky
Sue Kershaw,
and it attracts a lot of women into it, which
president from 2019
is such a good thing.”

Women in Project Management
Teri Okoro (below), chair of the APM Women in Project Management SIG
from 2013 to 2018, explains how the group’s annual conference evolved to
become the success it is today.
“We started celebrating International Women’s Day, ensuring that we got press
coverage not only for the daybut for all our activities. I set up meetings with the APM
branches and travelled up and down the country – we had an event in almost every
branch. When it came to it, the conference itself was a huge success, and has since
gone on to become one of APM’s most successful regular
events [it is now known as ‘Think Differently’]. I also was keen
to link up with other like-minded organisations, so we held
joint events with groups such as women in banking, including
an event at the University of Oxford on a Saturday, which was
unheard of – and oversubscribed.
“There’s strength in a women’s group: lots of people were
given the space to grow in the SIG. They were encouraged
to speak at in events, and to support each other.”

> Continued on page 108
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Remembering the pioneers

Professor Peter Morris
	The death of a ‘colossus’ of the world of project management,
Professor Peter Morris, was announced in September 2021.
The renowned scholar was emeritus professor of construction
and project management at University College London
(UCL). He held several other high profile academic positions
during an illustrious career. Between 2002 and 2012, he was
head of UCL’s Bartlett School of Construction and Project
Management. Prior to that, he was Professor of Project
Management at the University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology.
In addition to his work in education, Peter also had successful spells in the private
sector as executive director of INDECO, a consultancy specialising in the management
of projects, and as a main board member of global construction company Bovis.
Peter was chair of APM from 1993 to 1996, becoming vice-president in 1996.
Among his many contributions to the organisation were directing the research
that fed into subsequent editions of the Body of Knowledge, and producing the
report Climate Change and what the project profession should be doing about it:
a UK perspective, which explained how the project profession might address the
implications and consequences of climate change.

2021 Association Excellence Awards
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However, any organisation that serves a constantly evolving and growing membership
must never rest on its laurels and must continue to evolve too. After achieving its major,
all-consuming goal – chartered status – how does it move on, and apply that energy to
its future strategy?
According to former chief executive Debbie Dore, there was never really much of a
lull in energy after chartered status was achieved anyway. “To be honest, I had a million
things that we could still do and improve and change,” she said. There was much to
put in place ahead of the launch of the chartered award, plus a shift internally to less
paper-based systems. She added: “We really grew our research function and started
to publish more and more output on the benefits of the profession.”
This started in earnest in 2015 with the Salary Survey and Conditions for Project
Success, which identified the core factors that lead to the successful delivery of
projects, programmes and portfolios. Later came The Golden Thread study, in
partnership with PwC UK’s research division, which found that project management
contributes £165bn to the UK economy each year. And most recently, APM created
Projecting the Future, a ‘big conversation’ listening exercise about the future of the
profession, which has resulted in a series of papers addressing six key challenges.
In terms of specific innovations, a new mentoring scheme has just got off the
ground – a direct response to what members have been telling APM they want
from their membership, according to Jo Connolly, director of service innovation.
“It’s another way to support the profession,” she said. “We’ve been making sure
that there’s a platform that can support that and put people together.”
Another initiative that really began with the 2012 Games, is for APM to continue with
sharing lessons from major projects. Head of knowledge Scott said: “APM has been at
the centre of sharing the lessons of projects and passing them on. It’s quite an innovation.”
Karen Elson, a major projects consultant and chartered engineer, and a former
programme assurance executive at the Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA), explains
how the learning legacy concept came about. “Designing for legacy is what London
2012 stood for. The objective became about sharing best practice, innovation and
lessons learned from the Olympic delivery programme for the benefit of industry,”
she said. “We involved big industry and professional associations – and this is where
APM came in.”
She continued: “APM was invited to join an industry body consortium, and we asked
them, ‘What is it that you’re interested in learning from us?’ and ‘From a project and
programme management perspective what’s your members’ interest?’ Then we asked
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ourselves, ‘How do we then make sure that that’s the knowledge that we’re focusing
the capture around’, so that we weren’t just sharing everything?”
“We worked with APM, who hosted some really brilliant seminars. There were special
issues of APM’s Project journal, where we published papers, and they did features on
some of the people involved,” Karen said.
These lessons, the evolution of practice and professional values built up over the
decades, being applied to a generation-defining project provided a springboard to
ambitious projects such as Crossrail, Thames Tideway, HS2 and the Oxford Astrazeneca
COVID-19 vaccine. High impact complex projects delivered with growing confidence.
The challenges continue to evolve with the world facing the task of building a
sustainable future in the context of technological, political and social change. As APM
celebrates its half century, the profession’s skills are needed now more than ever.
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2011

Launch of Registered Project Professional standard

2015

APM wins Best Association at the Association Excellence Awards

2017

APM receives its Royal Charter

2018

First ever Chartered Project Professionals awarded

2019

1,000th Chartered Project Professional

2020

COVID-19 pandemic brings forward of the launch
of online qualifications

2021

Number of individual members passes 35,000

2022

50th anniversary

Honorary Fellows
Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock MBE – Awarded
2018

John Algar
John Allen (Deceased) – Awarded 1994
Russ Archibald (Deceased) – Awarded 2003
Sir John Armitt CBE – Awarded 2008
Bob Assirati – Awarded 1998
Dr Neville Bain (Deceased) – Awarded 2011
Tim Banfield – Awarded 2012
Dr Martin Barnes CBE (Deceased) –
Awarded 2001

John Bartlett – Awarded 2012
Carol Bell – Awarded 2014
Sir Howard Bernstein – Awarded 2006
Doreen Bevan – Awarded 1992
David Birch – Awarded 2016
Professor Denise Bower OBE – Awarded
2014

Andrew Bragg – Awarded 2019
Mike Brown – Awarded 2011
Mike Browne – Awarded 2011
Admiral Sir Lindsay Bryson KCB

Myrtle Dawes – Awarded 2019
Howard Dickel – Awarded 2012
Adrian Dooley – Awarded 2010
John Faiers (Deceased) – Awarded 2006
Peter Fielder – Awarded 2005
David Firnberg (Deceased) – Awarded 1984
Dr Eddie Fisher – Awarded 2011
Professor Bent Flyvbjerg – Awarded 2011
Philippa Foster Back – Awarded 2018
Eric Gabriel (Deceased) – Awarded 2001
Sir Peter Gershon KBE – Awarded 2005
Gerry Gilbert (Deceased) – Awarded 1993
John Glanville – Awarded 2005
Alistair Godbold – Awarded 2014
Dr Jim Gordon (Deceased) – Awarded 1992
Air Marshal Sue Gray CB, OBE – Awarded
2018

Louise Hardy – Awarded 2016
Stephen Hall – Awarded 2011
Air Marshal Sir Reginald Harland KBE,
CB, AE (Deceased) – 2003

Don Heath OBE – Awarded 2005
Simon Henley – Awarded 2015
Robert Buttrick – Awarded 2013
Sir David Higgins – Awarded 2011
Tim Carter – Awarded 2009
Dr David Hillson – Awarded 2007
Steven Carver – Awarded 2011
Paul Hirst – Awarded 2013
Len Connor OBE (Deceased) – Awarded 1991 Dr Ed Hoffman – Awarded 2010
Dr Terry Cooke-Davies – Awarded 2008
Peter Horsted – Awarded 2015
Keith Corrie – Awarded 1999
Dr Sally Howes OBE – Awarded 2019
Dr Lynn Crawford – Awarded 2014
Dame Sue Ion DBE – Awarded 2011
Dr Bernard Curtis – Awarded 1993
Philip Isgar – Awarded 2014
Professor Darren Dalcher – Awarded 2011 David James – Awarded 2011
Professor Andrew Davies – Awarded 2020
(Deceased) – Awarded 1996
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Bill Johnson – Awarded 2016
Sue Kershaw – Awarded 2011
Simon Kirby – Awarded 2011
Sir Frank Lampl (Deceased) – Awarded 1997
Bob Laslett – Awarded 2014
Albert Lester – Awarded 2007
Dr Ralph Levene (Deceased) – Awarded
2000

Sir Leigh Lewis KCB – Awarded 2011
Peter Lord (Deceased) – Awarded 2002
Geoff Lowe (Deceased) – Awarded 2014
Sir Cameron Mackintosh – Awarded 2018
Hilary McGrady – Awarded 2019
Mary McKinlay – Awarded 2015
Sir Roy McNulty CBE – Awarded 2011
Amanda Medler – Awarded 2020
Tony Meggs – Awarded 2018
Brian Mellitt – Awarded 1998
Paul Morrell OBE – Awarded 2011
Professor Peter Morris – Awarded 2003
Ruth Murray-Webster – Awarded 2013
Mike Nichols (Deceased) – Awarded 2013
Richard Noble OBE – Awarded 2013
Steven Norris – Awarded 2011
Doug Oakervee CBE – Awarded 2011
Professor Eddie Obeng – Awarded 2011
David Pells – Awarded 2010
Richard Pharro – Awarded 2012
Richard Preston – Awarded 2012
John Pyman (Deceased) – Awarded 2004
Paul Rayner (Deceased) – Awarded 2011
Sir Bob Reid – Awarded 2000
Geoff Reiss (Deceased) – Awarded 2007

2010’s

John Salisbury – Awarded 2013
Richard Schofield – Awarded 2013
David Shannon – Awarded 2007
Miles Shepherd – Awarded 2006
Peter Simon – Awarded 2014
Paul Skinner CBE – Awarded 2011

Sir Tim Smit – Awarded 2019
Chris Staffurth (Deceased) – Awarded 1993
Sylvana Storey – Awarded 2016
Hugh Sumner – Awarded 2014
Tom Taylor – Awarded 2009
Professor Emeritus Peter Allan
Thompson (Deceased) – Awarded 1993
Mark Thurston – Awarded 2015
Professor Geoffrey Trimble (Deceased) –
Awarded 2001

Arthur Tulip – Awarded 1992
Professor Rodney Turner – Awarded 2003
David Waboso CBE – Awarded 2011
The Honourable Anna Walker CB –
Awarded 2011

Vice Admiral Sir Robert Walmsley KCB
– Awarded 2010

Herbert Walton (Deceased) – Awarded 1997
Dr Peter Watson (Deceased) – Awarded
1998

Professor Stephen Wearne – Awarded
2008

John Weston CBE – Awarded 1999
Julie Wood – Awarded 2016
David Worthington (Deceased) – Awarded
1992

Dick Wynberg – Awarded 2013
Air Marshal Sir Julian Young KB CB –
Awarded 2015

Peter Young – Awarded 1990

Professor Tony Ridley CBE – Awarded 1997
Mathew Riley – Awarded 2016
Sir John Rose – Awarded 1999
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